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aving a diverse team within any business is always
H
better than having a homogeneous group of people, as it limits
the capabilities a company can do.
If everyone in the team has similar
experiences and backgrounds, it
can hinder the company from growing as there is not a range of skills
and talents, but when diversity and
inclusion is mentioned within the
workplace; race, gender, religion,
and disability often come to mind
where class is usually forgotten.
The definition social class is commonly known for is a division of society based on social and economic
status, which also makes space for
instilling certain values, characteristics and skills one might unintentionally be scrutinised for in the
workplace.
Parasite, which went away
with 4 awards at the Oscars 2020,
including Best Picture and Original
Screenplay, comments on class discrimination through the lives of the
Kim family and how they intercepted their way into the Park family’s
wealthy lives. Without too much
spoilers, it artistically shows how
the working class are always fighting for a seat at the table whilst the
upper class rarely lift a finger, whilst
at the same time living on the labour of the individuals working beneath them. For a film to talk about a
social issue like it did, whilst making
history with its winning awards, the
director Bong Joon-ho must have
done something right. Although the
story line is fictional, the discrimination against class in the real world
isn’t. Not only can classes be socially
segregated, but social class can be
singled out within the workplace of
the professional world.
Class can have an impact
on an individual in the workplace
with one’s relationship with communication like how they treat others.
It can also determine one’s confidence and perception of their ability
to take on certain responsibilities,
roles or career goals due to what
they’ve been taught of what they
can achieve during their upbringing. The comfort and familiarity of
being in a professional or social environment is also impacted due to
having a lack of sense of belonging.
An employee may also feel excluded
due to their education, previous employment or life partnerships due to
absence of similarities with other
workmates.
With all these factors that
can negatively impact a worker’s
performance, coming from a ‘low-

er’ class has its benefits which
all businesses can benefit from.
If employers exclude class from
their diversity and inclusion discussions, they risk losing or alienating talented employees who
have unique skills that the economically privileged may lack.
For example, class migrant CEOs are known for having
an increased risk-taking sensibility, allowing them to propel further up the corporate ladder. Class
migrants have also been noticed
to be willing to put in the hours
required with less complaining
whilst being loyal to their business and also feeling less entitled
allowing them to work more efficiently. With their people skills,
they can often bring a more common sense approach to client service and problem solving.
To allow these employees to work to the best of their
ability, CEOs and managers need
to create an environment for
them where they can feel comfortable and accepted. This starts
with the recruitment process; how
are staff members being hired? Is
there a small social network that
is being used to accept workers or
is there an expansion of connections that do not limit the back-

ground of potential employees? If
culture fit is in the hiring criteria,
define what is being looked for
in a professional setting, not preferred characteristics and personalities to work with.
With promotions, raises and performance evaluations,
class migrants tend to be seen
as less competent, less ambitious
and less committed to their jobs
due to strong family ties along
with the value of ‘working to live’
rather than ‘living to work’. These
employees might also be more reluctant to brag about themselves
given the strong working class
norm of modesty and non-boasting. Due to the differences in
self-promotion norms, certain
employees may not understand
the value of needing to constantly brag about how many hours
they’ve worked.
Along with inclusivity
comes different personalities and
characteristics which should not
be brushed aside in the workplace
as communicating with each other and working together is important to keeping a well oiled machine. The workplace needs to be
an environment where everyone
can succeed regardless of their
values and traits if it doesn’t affect the progression of the company. If that means spending
more time with the introverts or
changing the social surroundings,
so be it.
Parasite might not have
a happy ending where the working class and upper class work
together, but by having a more

“

97%
of individuals from working class
backgrounds reported their class background affected their work experience

42%
of women were more likely than their
male colleagues to be limited to lower-impact projects

20%
more ‘office housework’ on average than
their white male counterparts is reported by women from literal ‘housework’,
to administrative tasks, to emotional
labour or undervalued work.

3%

of employees in production are from a
minority ethnic background.
Financial Times / NS-SEC, 2016

inclusive group of employees, it
allows the business to have more
tools to be used for an efficiently
run company with better chances of
expansion and growth.

Although the story line is fictional, the
discrimination against class in the real world isn’t.
Vox

Gem Praise Romano

Contributors

Damir Kopezhanov

The workplace needs to be an environment where
everyone can succeed regardless of their class. How do we achieve this?

“
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OPINION

‘The country we live
in is as divided as it
has been in our lifetimes and our goal
from the outset has
been to bring people
together’

etween borders is a
magazine that celebrates
British identities and what
it means to essentially live in
Britain today. Their work acts as an
archive of modern life in Britain
sharing what makes them, them
through their great days but also
with the struggles and complications in everyday life. Luc Hinson,
editor in chief, talks about his experience of diversity and inclusion
in the workplace.
Diversity and Inclusion,
in my mind shouldn’t have to be
a conscious effort. In its current
form Diversity and Inclusion often
exists as nothing more than a box
ticking, quota filling and point
scoring exercise. All too often,
Diversity and Inclusion as a workplace tool, is used as a PR ‘image
booster’ that focuses more on the
external perceptions of companies
without addressing any of the
inner workings and environment
of those very same organisations.
I personally have had experiences with the lack of diversity and
inclusion in my workplaces, It’s
almost built into my lived experiences. I come from a small town in
the countryside outside of London
and have been used to being a
very visible minority all my life.
In one role in particular, I was
the only non-caucasian member
of staff, and given its briefs and
clients which I found this to be
staggering. All too often I found
myself pigeon holed into one area,
and I was often the go to lead
whenever anything “urban” was
brought up, despite having lived a
thoroughly rural life.
For me, a diverse and
inclusive workplace is less about
how it looks and more about how
it works, how it interacts. Whilst
it’s easy to apply a simple mathematical rule or quotas to your
office, if you’re simply hiring to
balance your office’s ethnicity then
that’s the first problem. To me, a
diverse and inclusive workplace is
one where everyone who’s there
has been hired on merit. Not
on their family connections, or
privilege, but because they truly
deserve to be there.
One London based
research agency I worked at,
On Road, was a place I felt very
comfortable at. Their approach
is refreshing, by getting to know
the young people they work with
and building a community around
them, there’s an authenticity that
exudes from the office. It’s an

B

equal parts office, event space
and home. With an open door to
anyone, they’ve created something special, and truly authentic.
As someone who was working
there, it made me look forward
to coming in to work everyday.
It made me enjoy not only the
work itself, but every minute I
spent there. As someone working
in the media industry, it is quite
easy to feel alone or isolated as
a person of colour. The spaces
that exist for us are most often
ones we carve out for ourselves.
At established industry stalwarts,
whilst the number of writers
and photographers of colour has
increased recently - the top jobs,
the Editors, the Creative Directors,
remain inherently white. There’s a
feeling of apathy towards many of
the mainstream media titles, and
it feels that today, often it’s easier
to carve out your own space than
fight back against the current.
Fortunately, I work in a small
team so we know that everything
we produce as an organisation
reflects all of our voices. Everyone
has input on the creative process
and we feel comfortable challenging each other at any stage.
With openness and transparency
comes confidence. If as an organisation, you’re transparent at every
level it’s easier to create and
foster a culture where everyone
feels valued, understood and seen.
As we grow as a team I think
safeguards will be put in place
to ensure that we grow with our
identity and values constantly at
the forefront of everything we do.
I think it’s essential that we stay
true to who we are, and the desire
to grow doesn’t come at a cost
to our team and our values. For
us diversity is built into who we
are, and as long as we continue
to platform the voices of minorities, we must also strive to hold
ourselves to task at every possible
point, at the end of the day, it’s a
burden that falls on our shoulders, we can only be as good as
we strive to be.

TECHNOLOGY

Transparency and
Accountability:
Navigating Our
Future With AI
As Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology becomes
increasingly prominent in what will be an age of
automation, diversity and inclusion will become
evermore significant in the workplace.
Zahraa Karim
s Artificial Intelligence (AI)
technology becomes
increasingly prominent in
what will be an age of automation,
diversity and inclusion become
even more significant in the workplace. AI is a fast growing industry
that is exceptionally promising,
and with a worldwide revenue
from the AI market projected to
reach as high as 97.9 billion U.S
dollars by 2023, many companies
are heavily investing in what is believed to be businesses new holy
grail. AI technology is beginning to
function across the world in employment, education, loans, insurance, predictive policing, and medicine to relieve us of tasks that may
be deemed less worthy of our attention. With tasks becoming automated, like that of recruitment for
example, it becomes advantageous
to a workforce’s productivity, with
potential to increase innovation
and creativity. AI is one ingredient
for the perfect potion for an ultimate workplace model, and offers
us the time to perfect the rest of
the mix, whilst slowly building an
encouraging economic output. So
what’s the problem? The problem
is that AI is a new found power, and
with power comes responsibility.
The responsibility is yet to
be grasped in its entirety by business leaders, for AI is still a relatively new force. However, although
still in its infancy, it’s fair to say AI
has clearly demonstrated a value

A

To join the conversation go to
between-borders.com or check
out their Instagram
@betweenbordersmag
Wired / Element AI, 2017

“

Those who create are those responsible, and those
who facilitate will too be held accountable.
not only to large corporate companies in revenue, but individuals
too; from chat bots online to the
Alexa at home, smart technologies
have found a comfortable place in
society, improving our daily lives in
a myriad of ways. Nevertheless, in
its short yet progressing life, AI has
certainly raised concerns on ethical

and moral grounds. Do we remember the political data scandal Facebook and Cambridge Analytica got
themselves into in early 2018? The
data harvesting of up to 87 million
users for political advertising purposes highlighted the real-world
consequences data privacy can create. That was the start of a debate
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lem. In its 2018 Global Gender Gap
Report the World Economic Forum
found that 22 percent of AI professionals on LinkedIn were women,
with no evidence of improvement in
recent years. Or how about Stanford
University? Known for their prestige,
they launched the Institute for Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence
(HAI), lead by Fei Fei Li, a highly respected researcher in the field and
former Chief Scientist of AI/ML at
Google Cloud. HAI, founded in 2018,
acts as a global hub for researching
and developing human-centred AI
technologies and applications to improve the human condition, yet does
not have a faculty representative of
all humans.
HAI has 121 faculty members listed, with not one single one
of them being of black ethnicity. If
the industry is not yet diverse itself,

World Economic Forum / Global Gender Gap Report, 2018

problems, and that companies need
to take a more extensive view of
their responsibility. So... Where does
the problem start? It starts with historical biases and inequalities perpetuated into a new form through AI
on a scale bigger than we’ve known.
AI starts with the data, the algorithms, the technology, and those
who create it; it is not the AI that is
bias, for algorithms have no morality, no agency, and no conscious train
of thought; it is us, the humans who
are facilitating sexist, racist, and
prejudice technologies. Those who
create are those responsible, and
those who facilitate will too be held
accountable, and with increasing
research on the gender imbalance
within the AI industry, it has become
clear that diversity is the first prob-

Benedetto Cristofani

that went from a conversation once
only reserved for academics within the field, into the mainstream.
This sparked one dangerous consequence of many in AI, people had
‘awakened’ around technology, and
have begun to hold those accountable for misuse. Knowing the limitless
possibilities AI promises, we cannot
ignore the risks, we must confront
the ramifications it will present if
not mitigated. Reputational damage
and criminal investigation, like that
experienced by Zuckerberg in the
privacy sector at Facebook, revenue
losses, and receding public trust, are
all unwanted consequences when AI
is misused.
While the severity of singular
cases differs, the repeated failures
show a bigger image of systemic

“

AI needs different thinkers:
psychologists, philosophers, social scientists, and creatives; AI desperately
needs diversity.
how can we expect the technology
to be? AI can cause harm to underrepresented groups, whether that
be misidentification due to training
sets lacking diversity, or an application rejection due not to their application, but the implicit bias the algorithm has learned from its data. This
technology is smart by definition,
and can pick up trends and associations without being programmed to
do so, so who’s at fault? Who is to
be held accountable? Us. Bias is an
unavoidable feature of life. Every human on this Earth carries that pathogen unconsciously, but that does not
give us a free pass to not stride for
change when it is now crucial. Joy
Buolamwini, a computer scientist
and digital activist currently based
at the MIT Media Lab, also believes
that “If we fail to make an ethical
and inclusive AI, we risk losing gains
made in civil rights and gender equity under the guise of machine neutrality.” So are we okay with that?
We shouldn’t be, and one guarantee will be that younger generations
will not allow a step back in time
when there is hope of a step forward. Having come of age in an era
that has witnessed financial crashes, pandemics, and climate crisis’s,
younger generations are beginning
to have less trust in global economies or institutions. The lack of trust
has been redirected into action for
what they believe; a huge emphasis
in this generation and generations
to come is being placed into the care
of social and environmental matters, with a renewed expectation for
transparency. If transparency isn’t incorporated into a business’s ethical
framework, the youth have no fear
to demand for a change they see fit
and hold those responsible accountable. AI needs different thinkers:
psychologists, philosophers, social
scientists, and creatives; AI desperately needs diversity. The root of
all problems that come with AI is
not technological. It’s social. To create an ethical framework for AI use,
we must first tackle the underlying
foundation, which is our own historical bias. AI is undeniably our future, but we also face an ethnically
ambiguous prospect with research

suggesting UK’s ethnic make-up
will evolve significantly, and states
the population of ethnic minorities
will rise to 20% by 2050. The US
is also included in this increase in
minority populations with a forecast from the Census Bureau that
by 2050, 54% of the population
will be minorities. This proposes a
new set of nuances within racism,
sexism and prejudices if AI is not
catering to what is predicted to be
our future. There is an opportunity
here to create more ethical business practises, something which
would be warmly welcomed by
generations to come. To achieve
success with AI, it need not be the
dystopian future we see in movies,
but a service that is diverse and
inclusive, ethical and meaningful,
and accountable and transparent.
Invite public scrutiny if that allows
for more transparency, as it will
remain essential, and can demonstrate your responsibility. So where
can you start? Start by doing rigorous testing across the lifecycle of
your AI systems to test for forms
of bias or discrimination, gather a
wider range of disciplinary expertise for how AI is used in context,

74
75
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publish transparency reports, especially around hiring practices, and
hold training sessions to educate
your own team on diversity and
inclusion. We all need to talk, and
then listen. A conversation needs
to be sparked to avoid exclusionary
experiences and unethical practices, and once understood, risks can
be highlighted, identified and then
mitigated. This will look different
for everybody and every business
out there, but the starting point
will remain the same: difficult conversations about diversity and inclusion in order to navigate a successful future with AI. The change
starts with us, not the machine.
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OPINION

‘By making the BBC
truly inclusive, we
will be much closer
to making it the envy
of workplaces in the
media industry.’
Anne Foster, Head of Workforce Diversity & Inclusion,
shares her work and future goals for BBC.
believe diversity and inclusion are very important
in the workplace. Businesses, institutions and charities cannot
effectively respond to the needs of
stakeholders and the wider public
if their workforce does not reflect
the very people they serve. A diverse
workforce, with an inclusive culture,
is crucial to creating and providing
products and services that show
your organisation understands its
customers or end users.
But the value of inclusion
goes beyond an organisation’s responsibilities to its customer base.
Quite simply, organisations perform better when employees know
they can work in an environment
in which they feel truly included. It

I

improves staff wellbeing, which in
turn improves productivity and innovation.
That’s why a diverse and
inclusive workforce is crucial to
the BBC’s work as a public service broadcaster. Our values are
clear: audiences are at the heart of
everything we do. That means our
content must reflect the diversity
of the UK. So it is imperative that
we are able to respond to and represent our audiences in all their diversity.
It’s important to state that
inclusivity does not focus on the
law, or tick boxes that tally protected characteristics. In practical terms,
an inclusive workplace is healthy,
collaborative and celebrates differ-

ence. Colleagues can be comfortable about being their true selves
at work. In such a workplace, there
is rigorous debate, mutual respect
and a genuine interest in different
viewpoints and perspectives. Staff
feel welcome and well regarded for
the added value they can contribute,
and not for their ability to assimilate and discard important parts

“

I experience the curious mix of
being part of what is perceived
to be an elite industry, but with a
public remit.

of their identity. It’s a place where
managers and decision makers genuinely celebrate difference, not because they’re trying to meet targets,
but because it’s right.
Working for a public service broadcaster means I experience the curious mix of being part of what is
perceived to be an elite industry,
but with a public remit. It’s been
no secret that media organisations
have a huge challenge to surmount
in the area of diversity, and even
more so in inclusion. However, it is
fair to say that this is widely recognised across the sector, and significant action is taking place to correct
this. The industry has been taking
measures to improve diversity, and
many broadcasters have fallen in
line. They have introduced several
targets, and in many cases those
targets have been met.
Furthermore, our on air
representation has been visibly improving, and audiences are aware of
this. The BBC has contributed the
largest percentage of data to the
Diamond diversity monitoring system, which indicates that on screen
representation for BAME (26.6%),
Gender (Female: 55.8%) and Disability (9.4%) is higher than other
broadcasters. However, the BBC’s
workforce needs to match this,
so that this is reflected across all
staff. We have our own targets in
this area as well as plans for how
to do this, which include increasing
diversity in our leadership groups.
Further, it should not be a foregone
conclusion that meeting diversity
targets results in a truly inclusive
work environment. This is why the
BBC’s D&I strategy is not just about
tallying protected characteristics.
For example, we were the first
broadcaster to measure socio-economic diversity. We are the only
media organisation listed in the
top 50 Social Mobility Employers
Index for the second year running,
and there is more socio-economic
diversity at the BBC than the wider
creative industries and journalism
as a whole. We are proud to be the
first media organisation to launch
a network for staff that is focused
on positive action in social and
economic diversity. The network is
called RAISED, and it will help to
promote the interests of under-represented audiences and colleagues.
Similarly, neurodiversity is increasingly being built into our plans. For
example, our newest broadcasting
house in Cardiff has put the needs
of neurodivergent members of staff
at the heart of its design. It’s hoped
that this will be the benchmark for
future projects. Certainly, it will be a
consideration in our future work on
inclusivity as well.
In addition to this, we recently announced a range of measures to implement recommendations that arose from our report
on career progression and culture
for disabled staff at the BBC. These
will create new opportunities, see
more staff with disabilities working
on some of the BBC’s biggest programmes and help remove barriers
to progression. The actions we are
taking include creating a ‘BBC Passport’ to help staff to better transition between roles and hosting BBC
Elevate, which is a career development initiative that aims to create
a greater pool of off-screen disabled talent regularly working across
broadcasting.
Our on-screen storytell-

BBC / Diamond Diversity Monitoring System,
2020

ing, news reports, online and radio
content, aims to represent all of
the cultures and diverse voices of
today’s UK. It’s no secret that BBC
One is the most popular channel in
the UK amongst BAME audiences,
and this year’s programming will
feature popular talent who reflect
the diversity of the country, including Nadia Hussain, David Olosugo,
and Romesh Ranganathan. We’re
also successfully boosting disability
representation on and off screen in
this year. We’re creating more visibility through incidental portrayal,
storytelling and high-profile screen
talent, such as the presenter, Ade
Adeptian, who’s featuring in brand
new, bespoke films.
These developments are
encouraging of course, but we will
continue to review targets to ensure
that we are getting diversity right
both on screen and behind the camera. Our work on D&I in the workforce, led by myself, combined with
the excellent work being done in
Creative Diversity, led by June Sarpong, illustrates that we are committed to delivering real change.
I feel confident that the
work produced positively represents
the values and diversity of our employees. It’s part of my core remit to
positively represent the values and
diversity of staff at the BBC, and I
am confident about our future plans
as we prepare to launch a new Diversity and Inclusion strategy. There
are many support structures that
are currently in place, which have
been developed over the past few
years, and I intend to build on that
good work.
I have already mentioned
our focus on social mobility and our
increasing response to neurodiversity as part of our ongoing work. In
addition, much progress has been
made in traditional areas of diver-

“

The next step is to take this beyond structures, logistics, initiatives and targets, to ensure that the organisational culture becomes one that celebrates, without
wavering, the rich diversity that the BBC’s workforce
reflects and is continuing to attain.

and representation of a diverse
range of employees, the D&I team’s
remit is to tackle under-representation and to create a more inclusive
workplace. Though issues may vary
from employer to employer, common themes persist. Often, companies will undertake interventions
based on legislation, focusing on
‘protected characteristics’ in The
Equality Act and, more recently,
the introduction of gender pay gap
reporting. Beyond the legislation,
employers need to invest in their
people by ensuring they feel included and valued for their skills, experiences and perspectives. As I have
outlined, we have been working to
do so at the BBC, by creating structures that support inclusion across
the workforce, from new starters to
senior leaders.
We have created challenging goals for ourselves, most notably the aim to close the gender pay
gap by the end of the year.
By making the BBC truly
inclusive, we will be much closer to
making it the envy of workplaces in
the media industry.

“

To keep up with the latest news
surrounding diversity and inclusion
go to bbc.co.uk/diversity/ or check
out their Instagram @bbc
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OPINION

‘Your individual differences are
acknowledged and accepted.’

heekie is a Birmingham
based collective who actively represent a diverse group
of people; different ethnic minorities, ages, sexual orientation,
sexualities, races, religions/beliefs,
and disabilities which are characteristics from ‘The Equality Act
2010’. Sheekie’s aim is to educate
all on how to remove the stigmas
that discriminate and put others at
a disadvantage. Sheekie believes
Diversity and Equality in the work
place is
everyone being treated
equally, meaning there is equal opportunity for all. No one is discriminatory towards anyone else for any
reason such as race, age, gender reassignment, sex, sexual orientation,
marriage/civil partnership, religion/
beliefs, pregnancy/maternity and
disability. Your individual differences are acknowledged and accepted,
and everyone can work in a hate
free environment. A business which
practices diversity and inclusion
will employ people from different
races, ethnicities, genders, ages, disabilities and sexual orientations. By
employing individuals from these
various ‘categories’, the team in the
work place will have different levels
of education, varied personalities,
different skill sets, experiences and
knowledge.
As a collective, the Sheekie
team have experienced a lack of
diversity and inclusion in the workplace. Members of the Sheekie team
have experienced working for other
businesses where they have been
the only representation from their
ethnic minority. The experience
was described as ‘normal’ until they
started working at sheekie. This is
because in the society we live in,
it has become the norm to be less
represented in the workplace, especially in big corporations. However,
this is the mentality we would like
to remove, as ALL individuals should
be well represented. Furthermore,
we’ve experienced working for companies who had no representation
for Black History Month or Pride.

S
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sity: sexuality, gender, disability and
ethnicity. LGBTQ+ representation in
the BBC’s workforce (11%) and leadership (12%) is the highest among
UK broadcasters. Our review of career progression and culture found
that LGBTQ+ employees see the BBC
as a good place to work, but a number of small changes to working
culture could improve their experience.
We are nearing our target
of ensuring that half of all roles will
be held by women. The proportion of women in leadership roles
is steadily increasing, though this
remains a challenge. However, it is
higher now than it’s ever been, and
several measures have been put in
place to remove barriers to women
progressing in their careers.
There is a slate of recommendations to which we have
committed, to improve accessibility for disabled staff. This includes
conducting accessibility audits and
satisfaction surveys. Our onscreen
portrayal of diversity is higher than
our competitors. We are also increasing our efforts to address wellbeing in the workplace by providing
counselling, help lines, occupational
health advice and regular events.
We are still working to increase representation of BAME staff
in leadership roles. As with women
in leadership, this remains a particular priority. We have met recruitment targets though, and we are
dedicating resources to supporting
and developing BAME staff so they
are ready to apply for senior roles.
All of the progress that’s
been made is heartening. The next
step is to take this beyond structures, logistics, initiatives and targets, to ensure that the organisational culture becomes one that
celebrates, without wavering, the
rich diversity that the BBC’s workforce reflects and is continuing to
attain.
In ensuring we take measures to provide equal opportunity

RACONTEUR

This suggested they’re either ignorant to these important celebrations,
or need to be educated. These types
of celebrations are imperative for all
walks of life, for they give people the
chance to be proud of who they are,
and increase the visibility of different
social groups in society.
Sheekie works primarily in the
education industry. We work with
schools, colleges and universities to
provide workshops which promote
diversity, inclusion and equality. Currently, many educational establishments wish to be seen by the wider
community as though they are doing
the most to tackle the issues regarding diversity, equality and inclusion.
However, inside these establishments
it becomes clear they are simply
‘ticking a box’ (they want to be seen
as making positive changes towards
these issues, but are just meeting required standards from their
governing bodies). Hence, not really
doing anything to combat these
issues and getting away with doing
the bare minimum. There are certain
individuals in these establishments
who’ve identified that more needs to
be done, and are pushing for change.
They’re doing an amazing job, but if
change isn’t implemented from those
with ‘real power’ such as deans, board
members, and executives, then the
task of improving diversity, inclusion
and equality becomes difficult and
time consuming. At one university in
particular, a group of lecturers, guild
members and health and well-being
staff got together to organise events
for Black History Month and Pride. Although it sounded great, the events
were extremely under- advertised,
and many students didn’t know that
these events happened at their university, but said they’d come if they
had known.
To be part of Sheekie, you
have to believe in making positive
change to improve equality, diversity
and inclusion, otherwise there is a
conflict of interest. The work we produce and carry out represents this.
Our business is run how we feel all

businesses should run, and this is by
our brands ethos. Our brands ethos:
Shifting limited beliefs,
helping to remove stigma, encouraging acceptance and equality, keen
on showcasing education through
performing arts, interactive, fun and
empowering all.
By implementing this brand
ethos, we ensure that everyone in
our establishment feels they’re equal,
encouraged, represented, accepted
and empowered as individuals. We
understand talking about diversity can be challenging and maybe
uncomfortable. Implementing
changes across a business to create
a more diverse workforce can feel
insurmountable. At our workshops/
training we break stigmas that
discriminate and put others at a
disadvantage by sparking conversations around the 9 characteristics
in a positive, fun, friendly and non
judgmental environment.
Sheekie as a collective are diverse
and although we have not represented anybody in a marriage/civil
partnership, nor have we represented a pregnant individual, we
are completely supportive of these
characteristics. If we were to employ
individuals who are pregnant or are
in a marriage/civil partnership, we
would treat them equally like all of
our other staff with no discriminatory behaviours or actions. They would
get the support they need from us
as a business like everyone else. We
also run a dance troupe which is
open to anybody of any background
or ability. We welcome people with
open arms and provide a safe environment for everyone to enjoy.

To join the conversation go to
sheekie.co.uk/ or check out their
Instagram @sheekie_x
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Art School to
Creative Industry,
Where is the Diversity
and Inclusion?
Art schools have always branded themselves as a
space of liberation, equality and diversity. However,
with the push for marketisation of education and huge
attainment disparities between BAME and white
students, all may not be as well as it seems.
Mayesha Choudhury
uge celebrations are in
order as The Royal College
of Art (RCA) and University
of the Arts London (UAL) have been
named top 2 in the world for Art &
Design for the second year around.
Goldsmiths has also joined the
ranks at 14th out of 200 universities, effectively placing 3 of the
best art schools to go to in the UK.

UAL, in particular, is known as
Europe’s largest specialist university for Art and Design. It’s made up
of six art colleges such as Central
Saint Martins and London College
of Communication. Internationally
renowned for its long list of successful alumnus, UAL is notorious
for being one of the toughest universities to get into.
In the last decade, higher education institutions have changed
and now operate as functioning
business models generating a record amount of revenue. The scale
of this change, when compared to
some of the UK’s largest companies, show that higher education
would be the largest industrial

H

sector. For example, in the academic
year of 2018 to 2019, UAL had a revenue of £321.6 million. 38% of that
figure came from Home/ EU student
fees (£122.8 million) and 41% International student fees (£130.4 million). 7% (£ 22.7milllion) in the form
of grants from government funding
and 14% (£45.7 million) from UAL’s
halls, catering, retail and other income. “Other income” is actually £8.9
million brought in through investments and donations. From 2012, art
schools began to transition into art
universities whilst adopting methods of marketising teaching.

Since 2017 home students are
now paying £9250 tuition fees per
year. It’s a massive jump considering
in 2006 the annual fee was £3000.
However, the government has argued student contributions have
increased to support the costs of
higher education and ultimately this
will benefit students with a better
education. In addition, international
students pay extremely high tuition
fees that increase every year along
with other costs such as visa, ac-

UAL INCOME PER ACADEMIC YEAR
UAL / Income, 2014-19

commodation, etc. UAL international
students paid an estimated £19160
for the academic year of 2019/20.
Even university teaching staff are
suffering as staff have been reduced
to save costs and wages have been
lowered. In 2009 there was a pay
cut by nearly 20%. Each academic
year has seen student numbers on
a course go up, pushing the limit
and stretching resources. Clearly, the
costs of the tuition fees are too high
as the annual income for the lower
working class in the UK is £8000 to
£1300. Each year approximately 1.3
million students apply for student
loans and go into debt for this education. Has to be worth it then, right?
2018 NSS (National Student
Survey) results for UAL show despite
being a top university, they ranked
lower than the national average at
149th position with only 72% of
students fully satisfied with their
course. Final year undergraduate
students gave UAL low scores and
described their experiences as negative and non-inclusive. Art schools
have always branded themselves
as liberal and progressive, however,
that isn’t the reality.
In Britain, we have adapted
the concept of meritocracy to ignore
racial differences allowing us to feel
progressive. After all, if everyone has

“

An exclusive curriculum
does not represent the
history, achievements,
contributions, lives and
lived experiences of
people of colour.
equal grounds to success then racism
must not still exist. This collective
colour-blind approach fails to take
into account that British society has
been built on a race hierarchy where
non-whites are disadvantaged economically, politically and socially. By
saying we don’t see race, we ignore
the existence for structural racism
and the long history of white dominance that built it. We disregard
that there is a huge difference in life
chances between white people and
ethnic minorities. Whilst institutions
like art school proclaim to be liberal, they do not practice it. Systemic
racism manifests itself in our society through institutions like higher
education, and the attainment gap is
one example of how it takes place.
The result is the current education
system that does not meet the needs
of their students.
The attainment gap is when
white students are more likely to
achieve a first or 2:1 at university in
comparison to BAME (Black, Asian
and Minority Ethnic) students. The
most recent UAL Equality and Diversity report 2018 shows the attain-

ment gap at UAL is 21.5%, which is
actually higher than the national average, and astonishing considering
47% of the 20,000 students at UAL
are BAME. Data from 2015 shows
45% of international students who
make up the majority of BAME students graduated with 2:2 or less and
that this disparity is purely based on
race and ethnicity discrimination.
But what does the attainment
gap really mean to a BAME student?
Personally, I felt an overwhelming
sense of powerlessness upon finding out that, despite however much
effort and hard work I put in, my race
and ethnicity can impact my degree
results. The idea that the more educated you are, the less race and class
can hold you back along with the illusion of the meritocratic values my
immigrant, working-class parents instilled in me, were demolished. The
fact that my very presence doesn’t
have to be in the assessment room
but my name gives me away is frustrating. As someone who is vulnerable to be discriminated against on
the bases of gender, race, class and
religious beliefs, the odds are invisibly stacked against me and many
others facing the same disadvantages.
In an attempt to reduce the
attainment gap, UAL has introduced
anonymous marking and mandatory unconscious bias training for all
staff to help them create an inclusive teaching environment. However,
this goes to show there is a bigger
problem at hand. The need for anon-

ymous marking and mandatory unconscious bias training means UAL
is institutionally racist and has internal structures that limit the successes of its BAME students.
To understand this, you need
to know that structural racism is in
the little things, the often unnoticed and difficult to call out prejudice. Its covert, microaggressions,
assumptions, biases and judgements multiplied into hundreds of
thousands of people. People who
are part of large organisations and
have the power to significantly affect other people’s lives by acting
on those internalised biases. These
collective biases have the power to affect equal opportunities.
Structural racism is built into the
foundation of our society and its
institutions.
There have been many reported and largely unreported instances where students of colour
have experienced covert racism
from white members of staff and
students. Frequently, a student of
colour’s nationality and culture is
questioned just because they are
a person of colour. The voices of
BAME are consistently dismissed
and suppressed whilst our abilities
and knowledge are doubted based
on racist assumptions.
Continuously, the art and design curriculum and reading materials at UAL are known for being extremely limiting and solely
based on Eurocentric white history.
An exclusive curriculum does not

represent the history, achievements,
contributions, lives and lived experiences of people of colour. Our
narrative is effectively written over
and that is what is being taught to
generations of students. It is saying
to BAME students that their ethnic
history and cultural values are not
normal or accepted whilst simultaneously breeding white privilege
and ignorance in white students.
A global curriculum would offer a
plethora of deep, rich international
knowledge that could provide all
students with the ability to transcend current westernised practices
to new grounds. The reality is that
UAL is happy to promote itself as
a diverse and inclusive institution
for marketing, but it seriously fails
to provide critical learning support
and culturally rich education for the
same BAME students they draw in.
Furthermore, whilst UAL manages to attract an ethnically diverse
student population, it fails to do the
same in its academic job roles. 2018
data shows out of more than 3000
UAL staff, only 19% are of BAME
background compared to 81% being
white. Of 19% BAME staff, 12.6% are
in academic roles and 7% in senior management. The lack of BAME
staff has a negative impact on the
education and experience of BAME
students and is the reason why the
attainment gap exists. Also, this is
how the lack of racial representation
in course management teams implements a limited Eurocentric world
view and curriculum. The amount

of BAME staff is severely disproportionate to the BAME student population at UAL. This means BAME
staff are frequently overburdened
with the responsibility of having to
be mentors to a huge number of
students. Along with that, the accountability of fixing the attainment
gap and all other race-related issues
often surpasses white staff and unfairly falls on to BAME staff. A lot of
the time being the only person of
colour in certain spaces means you
end up having to stand up for the
rights and voices of a diverse range
of people. Also speaking on difficult
issues such as race differences and
racism to a group of people who

UAL / Equality and Diversity Report 2018

don’t have the same lived experiences and therefore find it easier to
dismiss these problems. Really and
truly the responsibility for all this
falls on everybody. Especially on
white members of staff who are the
majority, to change the way they operate with unconscious bias and the
effect it has on students.
The inequality and effects of
the attainment gap continue well after a student receiving their degree.
BAME students have a lower chance
of achieving first or 2:1 which excludes them from many opportunities including graduate schemes. In
2017, Zwysen and Longhi found ethnic minorities in the UK are 5-15%
less likely to be employed in the 6
months of post-graduation than
their white peers. This disparity continues up to 3 years, and students
who remained unemployed after
graduation are expected to earn 2025% less throughout their whole
careers. In addition, whilst 63% of
design students are female-only
an astonishing 12% of women are
in creative leadership roles. Data
shows the gender pay gap rose by
10% at the RCA just last year. Women,
particularly from an ethnic minority
background, are vulnerable to experience significant pay discrimination.
For example, a study by Doward in
2017 found that Black Caribbean, Pakistani and Bangladeshi women are
more likely to earn 3-7% less than
white women despite having the
same qualifications.
BAME students and academics often have to work a lot harder
to achieve the same as their white
peers. Most BAME are staff overqualified for their positions in comparison to their white peers who are
less qualified but have higher positions and greater prospects for progression. RCA’s 2018-19 Equality &
Diversity report shows in 2017 that
29% of job applicants were of BAME
background, compared to the 65%
that were white. This shows white
applicants are more than twice as
likely to be appointed than a BAME
applicant. Aisha Richards, the founder of Shades of Noir said; “Discrimination and inequality in the arts
higher education and creative industries need to be tackled because
current exclusive practice excludes
many marginalised characters.” The
impact of an all-white, male teaching staff means that they are in
positions to affect people’s lives.
Conscious or not, covert bias and
racism are implemented through

Mayesha Choudhury

Mayesha Choudhury
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What can you do when
the best isn’t really the
best?
flawed teaching, examining and hiring system. They have the power to
reject applications purely because
they have non-white names. White
workplace cultures dominate both
art schools and the creative industry.
This culture reeks of toxic masculinity, microaggressive, discriminatory
practices and a rejection of non-Eurocentric cultures. For many minorities such as women and people of
colour who fall outside of this culture, there is an overwhelming sense
that you are the other, and made to
feel you don’t belong in this space.
So what can you do when the
best isn’t really the best? The reality is that people of colour are nowhere near equal to white people.
The playing field is riddled with discrimination. Ethnic minorities start
with a bad footing, lacking the same
resources and opportunities white
people have had growing up in the
form of white privilege. Even if people of colour have an economical
advantage, they will still be faced
with invisible hurdles every step of
the way such as racism and misogyny. Deciding to not see race doesn’t
make racism not exist, if anything
it allows the structures of racism
to continue. In order to break down
these oppressive structures and improve the lives of people of colour,
we have to acknowledge race. We
have to acknowledge there is a racial hierarchy in place and there are
those who gain privilege and power
from their race whilst others suffer
because of their race, class and gender. As individuals, we must decolonise the way we have been taught
to think and integrate diversity into
our actions. For example, Universities should appoint a diversity and
inclusion team as part of their upper
management so that they are able
to support minorities with everyday
issues they face and make necessary changes to the system. When
in interviews, instead of just asking
what the interviewee can offer the
company, the company also needs to
be able to say what kind of support
they can offer the interviewee as a
person of colour. The system will
not change until we see race, racial
differences and racism and act on it.
The change begins with you.

E D U CATI N G G E N E RATI O N S

Q&A

In Conversation
With Neelam
Keshwala
Neelam Keshwala founded DON’T SLEEP ON US in
2018, inspired by black, Asian and minority ethnic
creatives making change yet feeling underestimated
in other areas of work and society. She holds unconventional networking events where there are activities,
speakers, performance and a party to end the night.
Their mission is to build a community who uplift,
inspire and learn from each other. Their vision is a
world where people of colour feel well represented
and recognised in all areas of society. She also works
full time for start-up Chorus, supporting grassroots
activists in their campaigns.
Mayesha Choudhury
What field do you currently work
in?
At the moment I’m in a transition
period; I work in the NGO sector for
charities but I’m looking to work in
the private sector soon.
As a woman and person of colour,
have you ever had any personal
experience with a lack of diversity
and inclusion in a workplace?
To be honest, those are the things
that I’ve felt more from testimonials close to me in the form of
microaggressions rather than explicitly like not being understood,
not having my culture understood
and not having anyone else look
like me in the room because as you
know the charity sector is so white.
With the current industry you’re
working in, have you noticed any
measures they have undertaken to
improve the way they treat their
workers and implement equality
and inclusivity in the workplace?
Yes, for sure. For some it’s harder
because they’re already set in their
ways and they’re larger organisations so they’re the ones find it
difficult as they already have their
own systems in place, they’re not
as nimble and able to adapt compared to smaller organisations
such as the one I work for where
there’s just two of us and my manager has been able to set a different kind of culture where my ideas
are really valued. With me being
from a minority background immediately means that things are
based on a different culture and so
diversity and inclusion is already
taken on board rather than being
set up in a formal way and because

we’re so small we’re able to adapt
and change things to create our own
environment and it’s a start up so
we’ve been able to create our own
rules around what’s acceptable and
what the recruitment process looks
like.
What does a diverse and inclusive
workplace look like to you?
A workplace that’s diverse and inclusive looks after their employees.
They listen to what employees are
saying and really delve deep into the
data in terms of who is satisfied at
work especially those from a minority backgrounds. Examples given; are
there prayer rooms in the office? Is
the office wheelchair accessible? Are
there weekly check ins? What are the
check ins looking like? Is there an
anonymous way of contributing peoples’ feedback where it won’t harm
their career progression? Is there a
system in place that if they do come
out and speak about it in person and
not anonymously, that that is going
to be a culture of listening and understanding rather than being faced
with defense?
What is ‘Don’t Sleep On Us’ about?
So ‘Don’t Sleep On Us’ is a networking event and community that is created for the people by the people to
uplift, inspire and engage people of
colour to learn from each other. So
it’s very much a peer to peer environment to inspire and make people feel they have the power to do
whatever it is that they want and
that they will not be underestimated in this space and wider societies.
So it’s like building confidence, engaging and just really making sure
people can feel like they can take on

the world.
Why did you feel the need to come
up with a platform like this?
So initially it was to celebrate women of colour and I wanted to create
a platform like this as I noticed lots
of women of colour were creating
side projects on top of what they
were already doing because they
wouldn’t just sit still and they really wanted to create. I think part
of that is because sometimes they
feel like they cannot, they’re being
underestimated in their work and
they know they can make change
so they just start these amazing
communities and I just wanted

to celebrate that and allow those
people to come forward and speak
about them so everyone else would
be uplifted and inspired by it. I also
love bringing people together so it
just very naturally happened - it was
supposed to be a one off event but
people loved it and kept asking for
more so I kind of kept going - it was
kinda accidental.
How did you start this project and
how has its progress been since
then?
I was self reflecting on my phone
because I had just been declined
a job offer and I was writing about
how a lot of youth culture and black
culture comes from black people
and young people and yet organisations are very quick to undercut
that community and demographic.
It was supposed to be focused on
young people of colour, very specifically 18 to 30 yr olds and women,
to celebrate how we won’t be underestimated anymore. We’re the
ones bringing the culture they’re
benefiting and making money from.
Then that changed as there is a
huge demand for it outside of that
as the age bracket has expanded as
there’s so many older generations
where people are coming along to
my events. Which then moved on to
people from all genders when we
allow men into the room, we actually make it a more effective feminist
space. There’s a lot of things going
on and a lot of thinking has gone
behind it, it’s kind of all one big blur
but and due to the outbreak, a lot of
it is going to be online like having
a newsletter, handing out surveys,
listening to what people are saying
and taking their advice on board.
You just have to be able to evolve
and if you’re not willing to evolve
then you’re not 2020 material. Like
literally, you’re trash but the only
thing that’s constant is the ability
to change and if you can’t change,
you fall behind and the companies
that aren’t diverse are doing exactly
that, they’re falling behind. Everybody knows it just makes economic
sense, so when you start talking economically, that’s when people take
interest.
What are some of the things you
have learnt from having all these
events and the people that have attended them?
So some of the most incredible,
transformational things I’ve learnt
have always been the speakers
who’ve attended the events along

with the people that speak to me
from the crowd. The fact that people
can be so resilient and so powerful
and creative has been really inspiring for me. Lots of it has been being
blown away by coming along and
experiencing what goes down at
the events has been something that
keeps me going. What I’ve learnt is
the magnitude of how undiverse society is has really come out during
this process which I’ve might actually have had a blind spot to but I
think the people have really brought
that out but it not to be negative, it’s
always to make sure we’re learning
and we’re on top of it so that when
you speak on it, if it happens again,
the next person is more equipped
and able to deal with that because
you’ve already shared your gems
with people.
How do you see the future of ‘Don’t
Sleep On Us?’ particularly now with
the current world situation?
That’s the thing, it should have come
to a halt but it’s actually accelerated
my planning where everything is all
becoming online. I think the reason
why we accelerated is because this
is a desperate time when everyone is all looking for a community,
leaders to come forward and reach
out a lending hand or looking for
guidance, advice and wanting to see
what other people, my peers are doing because surely I can’t be alone
in this, and so that’s why I made sure
we’re reaching out to people, making
sure they know that they’re not on
their own.
Long term I don’t really know
but I suppose it would be having a
physical space to be able to accommodate different community groups
to be able to survive in real life as
I think a lot of community organising online is done brilliantly but
sometimes people struggle in those
spaces that aren’t affordable. Another one of my future goals would be
to make content which is easily accessible online like a podcast with
topics allowing people to feel associated with inclusivity and wanting
to learn and show people and organisations not to underestimate us and
they will want to work with us which
could include merchandise and having artists work on commissions like
t-shirts.
To join the conversation go to
dontsleeponus.london/ or check out
their Instagram @dontsleeponus_

Don’t Sleep On Us
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Q&A

In Conversation
With Kristina
Dimitrova

LeSalon

I run Kohl Kreatives, we launched
in 2017 and created Flex Collection. Five bendy, easy-to-grip
makeup brushes we innovated for
customers affected by motor function issues. We are one of the first
beauty brands creating products
for people with disabilities,
a large population underserved by
the beauty industry in my opinion.
Kohl Kreatives’ industry-broadening mission extends
to anyone for whom makeup is a
self-esteem booster. Through our
charity Kohl Kares, it provides free
cosmetic technique workshops to
people undergoing gender transitions and receiving chemotherapy
as well as with trichotillomania,
alopecia, vitiligo and port wine
birthmarks. We have since extended free workshops online to reach
out globally and support.

The thing that sets us apart and
how we are able to gain is as
follows: Listen more to people.
Some brands launch
products targeted at certain
groups without ever asking
them what they actually want
and need. One thing that I have
learned during my workshops is
that nobody wants to be pigeonholed. I would never launch a
product that is only aimed at a
specific target group, because that
is not the spirit and purpose of
inclusiveness. That’s what I call
hypocrisy.
So, the question we have
to ask ourselves is not, “How can
we satisfy the needs of the market?” but “How can we integrate
these people into our existing
market?”. A sense of belonging
and inclusion is what everyone
wants.

To shop for their products or see
them in featured articles go to
kohlkreatives.com/ or check out
their Instagram @kohlkreatives
to learn more on their current
products, services, and mission.

Kohl Kreatives

e invited Trishna Daswaney
to talk about her company, Kohl Kreatives, an
independent and inclusive beauty
brand which empowers people
through the power of makeup. The
biggest mistake people make is to
innovate for profit, to include for
sales. It’s wrong, we aim to include
everyone regardless of gender,
ability, race or size.

Kristina Dimitrova founded Interlaced in 2015, which is now a media and events platform
dedicated to inspiring, educating, communicating and questioning the shifts in the fashion
industry.
Afeni Payne Bonnick
How important do you believe diversity and inclusion is in the workplace
and what does that look like to you?
In the fashion industry and broader,
it’s massively important to operate
as a business with a diverse work
force. There are many reasons for
that, firstly when you are equating
products and services, if you want
to include everyone it’s important to
have people within your team who
are representative of those different
groups. Whether that is minorities
but also women in business and services and products that are relevant
to them because they are still a minority when you think about top
management positions and leadership. There is a business impact for
that as well. When you’re creating a
product or a service that is made by
a person that represents those ethnic minorities or women in tech, that
has an impact on your bottom line as
a company and if you don’t do that
then you can miss things very easily
because you’re not representative of
that group. You can’t put yourself in
the shoes of someone else, even if
you have the best intentions. An example of this would be when Apple
released their health tracking app,
because they didn’t have any female
engineers within their team at the
time they didn’t include a period
tracker within the app, but because
there’s just men in your team no
one would be thinking about that.
Specifically, in the fashion industry,
things are starting to change when
it comes to diversity and inclusion
but only recently. Unless you looked
a certain way of were part of a particular ethnicity group, you wouldn’t
be able to make it in the business
but also as a consumer you wouldn’t
be able to find products that fit your
needs. Considering people with disabilities or special conditions, so
brands that address this can also
reap the benefits because of the
market and how unacknowledged
it is. Another example, is Target who
released a line for children and expanded it to men and women with
disabilities. It’s been very successful
for them and I think it’s fundamentally important.
How diverse and inclusive do you
think the fashion industry is? Is it
improving and have you noticed any
measures the industry is taking to
improve diversity and inclusion?
It’s not moved a lot but it has made
some strides. Tommy Hilfiger approached this topic and partnered
to do a line with a non-profitable

Interlaced

‘The biggest mistake
people make is to
innovate for profit, to
include for sales.’
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organisation called Universal Thread
to understand what the needs of
these people are. They were not pretending to know everything about
these group because they’d never addressed the topic before. This is what
happens when something is new to
you as a business, you don’t have to
do it alone, you can partner with other people who have more knowledge
on this area. They casted models who
represented these groups, for example Para-Olympians and advocates of
diversity and inclusion, to star in their
marketing campaign and also create
an Amazon Alexis which helps people navigate the shopping experience
through voice. Tommy Hilfiger is a
good example of a brand approaching diversity and inclusion and not
just as a one off thing or a PR stunt,
they are really investing in this continuously and you can see it impacting the brand’s bottom line too.
Gucci founded a diversity
and inclusion council after they released their racist blackface jumper.
After they acknowledged that it was
very insensitive, they committed to
improve diversity and inclusion within their organisation by having this
council, which is a very public announcement and is something that
they want to be held accountable for.
Have you had any personal experience with the lack of diversity and inclusion in a workplace? What type of
diversity did that workplace lack and
how did that make you feel?
Beyond Interlaced, I work in media
and marketing and until recently in
that industry it was very sexist - women have to be your assistant, they
can’t be creative directors or strategy
directors. At industry conferences and
gatherings, no one assumed that if
you were a woman you could actually
be in a senior position or a CEO, that
was unheard of.
Things are starting to
change massively, marketers and
brands have the responsibility to
lead that change because they have a
voice. For example, a brand can do so
much with communications and help

craft your marketing to include more
people and make them feel empowered but yes, I have indirectly experienced this in the industry as a whole.
Do you feel confident that the work
you produce positively represents the
values and diversity of your employees?
In regards to Interlaced, as it’s a
one-person company and I’m a woman, I try to represent and advocate for
women as much as I can. In regards
to diversity, Interlaced has an upcoming event which is specifically centred around ‘Who Fashion Forgets’, so
that will discuss not just minorities
and women, or people with special
conditions but older consumers and
why fashion is not addressing those
groups of people who have massive
buying power but are often forgotten because fashion is obsessed with
the new and the next and whoever is
youngest.
As far as Interlaced goes,
I’m always trying to put a spotlight
on these issues. With regards to my
work in agencies, I always try to give
as much credit to the junior people
in my team who may not have had
the chance to experience something
because of their race or where they
come from, and seeing my self as
someone like that because I’m not
British born. I’m from Bulgaria and
it’s always about pushing harder to
prove yourself, so to some capacity I
do understand what these people experience and I try to champion those
individuals.

To join the conversation go to
interlaced.co or check out their
Instagram @weareinterlaced
to learn more on their current
projects, services, editorials and how
you can get involved.
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Is This Offensive?
Cultural Insensitivity
In The Fashion
Industry
‘cultural insensitivity’
Cultural insensitivity is being unaware that cultural
differences and similarities between people exist by
assigning them a value.

f you have to ask if
something is offensive, it
usually is, right? The
issue with some fashion houses
is that these questions aren’t
being asked. Therefore, constant mistakes are being made
when brands fail to successfully
navigate a different culture and
portray an honest and respectful representation through their
clothes and runway shows. The
message trying to filter its way
through these businesses, is that
‘you’re never too successful to
be educated on Equality and
Inclusion’. Conversations surrounding the difficulty heads of
fashion houses have discussing
the issue of diversity in their

I

“

It speaks to an industry where there are too few people of
colour in that boardroom or in that meeting who could have
shared their frame of reference and pointed out why something was wrong or offensive.

% of Models of Colour; NY, London, Milan and Paris Combined

Priya Elan / Guardian’s Deputy Fashion Editor, 2019

companies needs to be had in order
to break the systematic approach of
ethnocentrism (the belief that your
own culture is naturally better than
other cultures). On too many occasions, top fashion brands such as
Prada and Dolce and Gabbana, have
wrongly profited by merchandising
culture for the benefit of trends and
making advances from the minorities. We consider ourselves to be
living in a time of great sociological

growth and understanding, however
it is obvious that fashion remains
ignorant to the development of
cultural awareness and appreciation. Instead, major fashion brands
such as Comme Des Garçons felt it
was appropriate for their hair stylist
Julien d’Ys, to style white models
in canerows for the AW2020 show.
The challenge continues, to educate
and scrutinize the lack of diversity
within these companies of whom

Dionne Grant

Afeni Payne Bonnick

overlook the potential damages and
offensives they pose to society. Not
only does this particular act demonstrate insensitivity to the black
community but it highlights how
the hairstyle has been appropriated
for the benefit of fashion sells and
the brand’s publicity.
For Milan’s 2020 S/S Fashion
week, only 12% of designers were
non-white. This is a truly unsettling
figure, which raises questions concerning the racial diversity in senior
and management teams which
as a result suggests, does fashion

Vogue, 2015-19

Diet Prada

RACONTEUR

“

Visibility alone is not the solution. The
industry must recognise and prioritise
efforts to support greater diversity on
the business side: the financiers, the
chief executives, the heads of fashion
houses, the senior level magazine editors, and business leaders.”
Erica Lovette / Conde Nast Director of Diversity and Inclusion

build accessible opportunities for
all in executive positions. At least
we hope…
Active participation is
paramount to ensuring substantial
change is made and systems are
broken. In an ideal world, equality,
cultural awareness and appreciation
would be noticeable evident across
the whole of the fashion industry.
Questions addressing potential
offense would be openly discussed
amongst diverse professionals, and
not put to question on the runway
shows where its too late for designers to ask ‘Is This Offensive?’.

Kevin Tachman

require special access? Access that
shelter those from recognising
the importance of creating spaces
which value BAME voices and
subsequently allow individuals
to rise in successful leadership
roles. These ‘behind the scenes’
problems are made obvious when
brands such as Gucci release
clothing that resembles blackface.
The fashion industry
has been slow with tackling its
diversity and inclusion issue and
therefore retail giants continue
to lose business due to careless
mistakes around cultural insensitivity. As Chief Officers of Diversity
and Inclusion pursue their efforts
to highlight the inequality within
the fashion industry, onlookers
wait in anticipation for the next
moment a brand demonstrates its
ignorance and lack of awareness.
It’s a difficult waiting game, but
as fashion develops, top brands
will release work that resembles
the challenging and educational
work of these officers and in turn
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